
What is a Seed-Key Exchange?

A seed-key exchange is a sequence of network messages used 
in the automotive industry to verify a diagnostic device is 
communicating with an Electronic Controller Unit (ECU). The 
seed-key exchange process is used when diagnostic software 
wants to modify safety or emissions related features of the ECU.

Shortcomings of Current Seed-Key Exchanges

A brute force attack may be possible because the range of the 
seeds was only 65,535 values. This is too few and the entire 
seed-key exchange can be determined in a matter of days using
diagnostic computers.

Some instances of vehicles and products on the road today 
have an even smaller range, such as a single seed-key pair.

The some seed-key pairs show linear trends when graphed. 
However, good implementations of security algorithms produce 
keys that do not show patterns.

Cracking an ECU’s Seed-Key Exchange
Goal: Try to build a look-up table that contains all the seed-key pairs.

First, we impersonate an ECU and continuously send seeds, while recording 
keys from the diagnostics software.

Once all the seed-key pairs have been recorded, an external device can use 
the recorded pairs in a lookup table.

The external device, with the knowledge of the correct keys, now 
impersonate a diagnostic tool and affect the electronic control unit.

Experimental Hardware

• Beagle Bone – University of Tulsa Truck Cape
• RP1210 Compliant Vehicle Diagnostics Adapter Tool
• Heavy Vehicle ECM
• External 12v Power Supply
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Seed-Key Security Exchange

Seed-Key Improvements
A relatively easy way to increase the security of these exchanges would be to create a larger 
range of seed-key pairs. This would make brute forcing the algorithm a longer process, 
requiring more resources such as time and computing power.

The algorithm itself should be improved upon. Today, in computer security, there are many 
methods to creating secure, pattern less algorithms that would take supercomputers to 
derive. For example, basing an algorithm on the elliptic curve increases randomness.
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CAN ID:  0x18DA00F9
Hex Data: 

02 27 03 FF FF FF FF FF

Sends Random Seed
CAN ID:  0x18DAF900

Hex Data: 
04 67 03 F6 0E FF FF FF

Calculates and sends a Key
CAN ID:  0x18DA00F9

Hex Data: 
04 27 04 AA 1C FF FF FF

Compares Received Key to 
Internal Key and Sends 

Acknowledgement
CAN ID:  0x18DAF900

Hex Data: 
02 67 04 FF FF FF FF FF

With Positive Response, a 
Diagnostic Session is 
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